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Welcome to Millbrook
The test tracks at Millbrook Proving Ground are
some of the finest available commercially anywhere
in the world.
This Users Handbook has been compiled from our
extensive operating experience at Millbrook and other
proving grounds throughout the world. Its objective is
the safe, efficient and smooth running of the proving
ground.
Please read this handbook carefully and be sure to observe the
health and safety regulations contained within these pages at
all times.
Deviation from these rules and regulations is permitted only if
express permission is given by Millbrook’s Track Control.
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Confidentiality Conditions and Image Recording Devices
No type of image recording
device – including mobile phones
with cameras – may be used in
any area of the proving ground, unless prior
authorisation has been given.
Every person who comes onto the Millbrook
facility must observe the confidentiality of
the products of other customers and the
tests they are carrying out at Millbrook.
Millbrook Security carries out preventative
image recording measures upon entry to site
by either confiscating the image recording
device or by rendering it temporarily
unusable with a tamper-proof label. Should
the use of any audio-visual equipment be
required, application should be made in
advance to Track Control.

Photographers/camera users
should report to Millbrook
Security upon arrival at the
proving ground, and sign the required
disclaimer which permits photographs to be
taken on-site.
Cameras NOT FIXED to the vehicle shall
be accompanied by a designated Millbrook
employee at all times. The accompanying
Millbrook employee will ensure that none of
the shots being taken contain any sensitive
material or subject matter other than that
decided at the time of raising the track/
facility booking.
Cameras FIXED to the vehicle will be subject
to supervision by a designated Millbrook
employee. The employee will view the
footage taken following completion, and
delete any images containing any visually
sensitive matter.
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The vehicle should be identified with a sticker
saying that the vehicle has a fixed camera
on board. This sticker will be given to the
customer once appropriate authorisation has
been given.
Clearance to undertake photography or
video work on any Track Facility will only
be granted after Track Control receives
and agrees a suitable and sufficient risk
assessment. Any deviation from the
operations identified in the risk assessment
will require prior authorisation from
Track Control.
An orange photographic vest is
to be worn by the photographer/
camera user at all times when
photography/ video work is taking place.
These vests are available from Track Control.

General Information
Admittance to the proving ground is by
authorised pass only. Passes may be
obtained in advance from designated
Millbrook employees.

All visitors’ vehicles, except those authorised
to enter the proving ground, must be parked
in the external car park located at the main
entrance to the site.

Outside of operational hours
and throughout public holidays,
there is no fire/rescue and first
aid cover available on site, and therefore the
tracks are closed.

Vehicles permitted to enter the proving
ground must be parked in an approved
location, as directed by Millbrook.

Millbrook’s normal track hours are:
Monday 06:00 to Saturday 06:00
Saturday 07:00 to 19:00
Sunday 07:00 to 19:00
The proving ground will be closed during
public holidays, with an additional half day
(from mid-day) on the Thursday before
Easter and an additional half day on
Christmas Eve.

The following are not permitted entry
onto site:
•
Children under 16 years
•
Alcohol
•
Animals
•
Bicycles
•
Cameras and video recording
equipment unless pre-authorised.
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Canteen facilities are available serving hot
and cold foods, Monday to Friday, from 08:30
until 15:00. The canteen is located within the
main office/workshop building. Self-service
vending machines, toilet and washroom
facilities are also available on-site 24 hours
a day.
Use of the track facilities normally requires
the driver of the vehicle to be in possession
of a valid Millbrook driving permit. Access to
the areas located within the track facilities
(Crash Lab, Events, etc.) requires the driver
to be in possession of a valid Access
Road permit.
Garage hire, tyre fitting service, welding,
suspension geometry checking equipment
etc. can be made available by prior
arrangement with Track Control. At least 24
hours notice is normally required for
these facilities.

Millbrook reserves the right to search
parcels, packages, bags, cases, vehicles,
etc. when entering or leaving site. Admittance
to the proving ground is under the condition
that you agree to these searches.
No type of image recording
device – including mobile phones
with cameras – may be used in
any area of the proving ground unless prior
authorisation has been given.
Smoking or vaping is only permitted
in designated areas of the site. The
consumption of alcohol is prohibited at any
location within the proving ground. The use
of illegal substances and gambling is also
prohibited.
Observe the speed limits at all times.
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Emergency Procedures
All accidents and incidents
must be immediately reported
to Track Control.
The emergency crew, consisting of full time
security staff as well as retained fire/rescue
personnel and retained first aid personnel,
are available to all proving ground visitors.
The emergency response vehicles are on
standby at all times the tracks are operational
and are called out as required
The Millbrook emergency crews are very
highly skilled and are required to attend
frequent training sessions. Consequently
they have the ability to deal with most
incidents in-house without the need to wait
for external emergency services to arrive.

Code Red
A Code Red is a track, access road,
car park or building based incident
requiring immediate attention by the
on-site emergency response teams.

In the event of being involved in, or
witnessing an incident that you think may
require the emergency services, use the
emergency (red) button on the pogo radio
and state clearly “This is a Code
Red emergency”.
Give a brief and concise report to the
Radio Controller, and state:
• Exact location
• Seriousness of incident
• Number of injured people

All vehicles using the affected facility are to
proceed with extreme caution until they have
exited that facility, and should not re-enter
until authorised by Radio Control, or until
the blue warning beacons are turned off.
In the case of the High Speed Circuit the red
stop lights will be activated and must
be observed.

Drivers will be notified via “Pogo radio”
that a Code Red exists, together with the
location of the incident. Also blue warning
beacons located at islands ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’
will activate.

Event marshals on the affected facility are
to ensure that event vehicles obey their
instructions until advised the Code Red is
cancelled by Radio Control or Chief Marshal,
or until the blue warning beacons are turned
off. A decision may be taken for all events
vehicles to return to their operating base until
the Code Red has been cancelled.

If the beacons are active and drivers have
not heard a Code Red broadcast they must
proceed with extreme caution until they have
completed a full circuit of the required facility
to ensure that facility is clear.

All vehicles using unaffected facilities may
continue running as normal unless instructed
otherwise via Radio Control. Caution must be
taken on access roads and drivers must be
prepared to encounter emergency vehicles.
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During a Code Red situation, all pogo radio
users are to maintain radio silence unless
they are called by the Radio Controller.
Drivers not directly involved must ensure
they do not stop or obstruct the incident
scene, road junctions or traffic islands.

Telephone

Drivers must give way to emergency vehicles
showing blue flashing lights.

Accidents

At the direction of the incident officer
all track facilities may be closed. If this
becomes necessary all vehicles will proceed
with extreme caution and exit the
test facilities.

Alarm bells
In case of fire emergencies within the
building complex break the glass in the
nearest fire alarm call point. These call points
are located in the vicinity of every fire exit.

In all emergencies, dial 454 (01525 408
454 from an external telephone) which is
the internal emergency response call-out
telephone number. This number is only to
be used in emergency situations.

Use the quickest available method, i.e.
radio or telephone to inform Millbrook
Security/Track Control of the exact location
and details of the accident, so that they can
direct the internal emergency response team
to the scene.
If you suspect that your vehicle is on fire:
a. Immediately stop the vehicle.
b. If it is safe to do so:
i. Turn off the ignition, remove the
key and place it in the passenger
foot-well.
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(This is standard practice
for the UK emergency services)
ii. Apply the park/hand brake
iii. Engage first gear
c. Get to a safe distance away from the
vehicle and keep away from the smoke.
Avoid breathing any fumes from the fire.
d. Call a Code Red
e. Do not return to the vehicle to collect
personal items etc
f. Do not lift the bonnet or boot lid
Do not attempt to move injured
people or vehicles unless life is
endangered.
Keep any injured people calm and
comfortable until help arrives. If fire
develops, protect victims by removing them
from danger or extinguish the fire by the
use of vehicle fire extinguishers. Whenever
possible use a fire extinguisher to minimise
the risk of vehicle or plant damage.

All accidents and incidents
must be immediately reported
to Track Control. This includes
vehicles that unintentionally leave the
roadway, whether an object is struck or not.
Any vehicle damage however slight,
that has resulted from striking another
vehicle or object along the roadway or
building area and any vehicle damage
caused whilst manoeuvring in garages
must be reported.

Alert all others in vicinity.

Continuous Bell = Evacuate
Intermittent Bell = Stand By

Switch off any electrical equipment involved.
If you are trained in the use of fire fighting
equipment and it is safe to do so attack the
fire with the aid of a fire extinguisher or hose
reel. Ensure there is a safe retreat for you
and others at all times.
If life is endangered warn others and leave
the building by the nearest exit.

Do not move vehicles or objects involved
in or responsible for any accident unless
life is endangered.

Do not park within 30 metres of the
emergency vehicles or fire-fighting apparatus
during a fire in order not to hinder operations.

Fire

Evacuation

Operate the nearest fire break glass unit,
telephone 454 or use the pogo radio to
inform Millbrook Security/Track Control of
the situation.

If it is found necessary to evacuate the
building a continuous bell will sound.
If the bell is intermittent this is a stand-by
signal which does not require evacuation.
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Upon the evacuation signal all personnel
must leave the building by
the nearest exit and when outside keep clear
of walls and traffic on approach roadways.
Assemble at the designated areas for
roll call. All visitors are to remain with the
Millbrook contact they are visiting.
Do not re-enter the building until the incident
officer gives clearance.

Hospital
The hospital to be used in case of
emergency is:
Bedford General Hospital (South Wing),
Kempston Road,
Bedford MK42 9DJ
Telephone: 01234 355122

Health and Safety Considerations
Millbrook believes that protecting the health, safety and welfare of its employees and others
is of utmost concern in the operation of its business. In order to protect the health, safety and
welfare of everyone on site the requirements of all relevant legislation as well as Millbrook’s
rules and procedures must be followed by everyone, at all times.

•

No maintenance work is to be carried
out on Millbrook equipment unless prior
agreement has been obtained
from Millbrook.

Millbrook rules and procedures include,
but are not limited to:

•

Hot work (welding, cutting, grinding,
etc.) is permitted only in designated
areas. If you wish to perform this type of
work, your Millbrook contact/supervisor
will advise you of the areas where it is
permitted, or the steps required to obtain
a hot work permit if necessary.

•

Any operation that you wish to
perform which may present a hazard to
Millbrook personnel or others must be
communicated to Millbrook prior
to the execution of these operations.
The viewing of relevant risk assessments
and method statements is also required.

•

All personal or vehicle accidents or
incidents must be reported immediately
to your Millbrook contact/supervisor
so that an investigation can be started.
All accidents and incidents are
investigated with the aim of preventing
further accidents.

•

Everyone is responsible for keeping the
areas in which they are working clean,
tidy and in a safe condition.

•

All gangways, fire exits and routes to fire
exits must be kept clear and free from
obstructions at all times.

•

No Millbrook owned tools or equipment
may be used unless prior agreement
is obtained from Millbrook and proof of
training and competence can be shown.

•

No equipment may be operated without
the correct guarding. If equipment is, or
appears to be unsafe do not use it and
report it immediately to your
Millbrook contact.

•

Use all tools and equipment for their
designed purpose only.

•

All tools and equipment brought on site
must be maintained in good working
order, inspected and tested as required,
and be safe to use as intended. Millbrook
may require the production of relevant
records of inspection and test.
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•

Any relevant Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) required for your
undertakings must be provided by you
for yourself and your personnel.

•

No chemical substances are allowed
on site without prior written approval
from the Millbrook’s Health, Safety and
Environmental Department. Material
safety data sheets (MSDS’) are required
prior to allowing any chemicals on site.
Any operation performed that falls under
the COSHH Regulations, and that may
affect Millbrook employees, others on
site or neighbours requires a suitable
and sufficient COSHH assessment.
Millbrook may request to view the results
of the assessment.

•

Disposal of waste must be performed
only with prior agreement from Millbrook
and performed in accordance with
Millbrook procedures and safe systems
of work.

•

If work is required on equipment
containing hazardous energy (electrical,
pneumatic, hydraulic, etc.) in a quantity
sufficient to cause harm, the equipment
must be locked off and all hazardous
energy released before work can
commence. Millbrook’s health and safety
procedures give more detail.

•

Safety footwear is required to be worn
whenever carrying out work in the
General Workshop.
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We wish to make your visit to Millbrook
Proving Ground a safe one, so please follow
these and any other rules, procedures and
legislation laid down to protect the health,
safety and welfare of visitors and Millbrook
employees alike.

Driving Regulations
Driving on the tracks is somewhat different to driving on public roads. Many tests require
drivers to accelerate or decelerate rapidly, stop or carry out other manoeuvres not usually
encountered on public roads. However, as is the case when driving on public roads, drivers
are responsible for their own safety and the safety of others using the track facilities. Drivers
must make their own decisions and have their vehicle under control at all times.

•

•

Seat belts are required to be
worn by all vehicle occupants
at all times in all areas of
Millbrook Proving
Ground.
Headlights (dipped beam) are required
at all times while on the track facilities.

•

•

Operating a mobile telephone while
driving is strictly prohibited.

•

Stopping on any test facility or access
road is only permitted in approved/
designated locations.

•

Obey all posted speed limits.

•

All drivers on the track facilities must
hold a valid Millbrook driving permit for
the track facilities they wish to use.

•

All vehicles using the track facilities
must have a pogo radio and GPS
tracking device with them, switched on
and audible at all times.
Pogo radios and trackers are to be
returned at the end of every single day.
Failure to return these will result in a
continuous charge from the moment the
radio was booked out until its return.
All vehicles are required to obtain
clearance from Track Control prior to
entering the track facilities. Users are
only permitted to use the tracks that
you are booked onto with Track Control.
If additional tracks are required Track
Control must authorise this prior
to their use.
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•

Users need not report to Track Control
every time they enter or leave a track
facility except the Off Road, Severe
Off Road, ABS/TCS, the Steering Pad
and the Dynamics Pad which must be
booked on too and off of every time
these facilities are required.

•

Customers must maintain a valid policy
of insurance which covers the risks of
accident, personal injury and material
damage to third parties and damage
that may be caused to Millbrook
equipment, vehicles or property.

•

Customers are responsible for the
professional ability, qualifications and
competence of their engineers, drivers,
operators, etc. which they send to carry
out testing at Millbrook.

•

Test equipment, instrumentation,
vehicle ballast etc. should be securely
restrained in the vehicle at all times.

•

Ensure all head restraints are adjusted
in accordance with the vehicle handbook.
Never operate vehicles or
machinery while under the
influence of drugs or
alcohol.

•

•

Learn the control characteristics of
unfamiliar vehicles before entering
test facilities. If in doubt contact
Track Control.

•

Look out for and obey all traffic
regulations including speed regulations,
emergency restrictions, double yellow
lines etc.

•

Always use direction indicators when
making turns or changing lanes.

•

Overtaking is only permitted on
the right.

Brakes, lights, steering and tyres must
be serviceable on all vehicles.
Defects that compromise
vehicle or occupant safety
must be rectified before
using the track facilities.

•

Wearing of crash helmets and use of
other protective measures must be
adhered to at certain times.

•

When carrying out special tests ensure
that you adhere to all the rules listed
under ‘special tests’ in this booklet.

•

Ensure windshield, backlights,
rear view mirror and lights are clean
at all times.

•

All vehicles are to be fitted with silencing
as deemed necessary. Customers are
required to obtain clearance from Track
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Control prior to commencement of
testing if the vehicle exceeds standard
road legal noise limits.
•

Under no circumstances may drivers
drive in the opposite direction from the
one established for each track facility.
Driving in reverse, except in designated
areas, is not permitted either.

•

Unscheduled stops are to be avoided
but, if you feel you cannot continue due
to illness or tiredness, you should stop in
a safe location and contact
Track Control.

•

If you have stopped due to an
emergency warn other drivers
immediately by using the vehicle’s
hazard warning lights. If possible place
warning triangles or traffic cones in the
road, well behind your vehicle and inform
Track Control.

•

In the event of a breakdown the vehicle
should be positioned in a designated
lay-by whenever possible. If this is not
possible every effort should be made to
park the vehicle in a safe location at the
side of the road with the hazard warning
lights activated. Track Control should be
informed immediately so arrangements
can be made to recover the vehicle as
quickly as possible.
Pedestrians are not
permitted on the track
facilities without clearance
from Track control. All
pedestrians on the track facilities or 		
access roads must wear fluorescent 		
clothing at all times.

•

Vehicles should never be driven over the
gravel drains at the sides of the roads
as this can cause damage to the pipes
beneath. If stones are left on the test
facilities Track Control must
be informed immediately.

•

In the event that your vehicle leaves
the roadway, strikes another vehicle or
object, or is damaged in any way, report
the incident immediately to Track Control,
so that the appropriate corrective action
can be taken.

•

Vehicles must stick to designated track
facilities at all times.

•

Eating, drinking or smoking/vaping whilst
using the track facilities is not permitted.

•

Warning: The bridge over the High
Speed Circuit has a maximum weight
limit of 60 tons. In order to prevent any
possible overloading and especially if
unsure of the weight of your vehicle,
never follow or pass another large
vehicle over the bridge but wait until it is
clear of the bridge before proceeding.
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•

Report all hazards such as large animals,
dangerous road or weather conditions
etc. immediately to Track Control.

•

Vehicles may only refuel at the
petrol station unless Track Control
has given authorisation to refuel in
an alternative location.

•

All electric/hybrid vehicles should clearly
display a high voltage sticker and
indicate the voltage present within the
vehicle systems to aide any emergency
response actions. The stickers should be
clearly displayed at the entry points of
the vehicle.

•

The recommended maximum continuous
period of normal driving is 3 hours.
Driving activities outside general
durability schedules have break times
defined from the risk assessment of
that activity.

•

Do not throw litter of any kind
from vehicles.

•

Always give way to emergency vehicles
showing blue flashing lights or sounding
a klaxon/siren.

•

Road speeds should always be governed
according to road conditions. If this in
any way interferes with a test, Track
Control should be informed immediately.
Posted speed limits must not
be exceeded.

•

Do not leave any vehicle unattended
with the engine running unless prior
authorisation has been obtained from
Track Control.

•

•

Any vehicles left unattended within the
main workshops or stores must have the
ignition keys left conspicuously inside
the vehicle so the vehicle can be moved
easily if necessary.

•

If a moving vehicle is displaying its
hazard warning lights it should be
assumed that the vehicle is about to
perform an abnormal manoeuvre.
Keep well clear of such vehicles.

Risk assessments for all
driving activities must be
suitably completed and
made available to Track Control as 		
requested. Risk assessment forms are
available from Track Control, if required.

•

All track use should be planned as
‘shared use’ unless, following the results
of a risk assessment, exclusive use is
deemed to be required. Please note
that exclusive use must be specifically
authorised by Track Control prior to
utilising the track facilities and will result
in an additional charge.

Limit handling or ‘High-g’ manoeuvres
are not permitted on the access roads
or around the workshop and laboratory
areas, unless they are part
of a test schedule or special test which
has been specifically authorised by
Track Control.
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Instructions given by
the Track Controller must be
obeyed at all times.

Use of Facilities
All persons, including visitors,
contractors and suppliers who
are required to drive on the
track facilities may do so only with clearance
from Track Control.

Driving Permits
Only those people who hold a
current Millbrook driving permit
are permitted to use
the track facilities.
Driving permits are only issued to persons
with a current national driving licence for
the category of vehicle they wish to drive.
Driving permits are valid for three
years from the date of issue, or date
of expiry of national driving license,
whichever comes first.

Permits may be temporarily suspended
or permanently withdrawn as a result of
a serious incident. Further information is
given in the driving violation section.
The permit procedure consists of a
comprehensive orientation tour of the
track facilities detailing the relevant rules
and regulations, followed by a written
multi-choice examination confirming a
basic understanding of Millbrook’s track
use procedures as well as certain facility
specific questions.
Once the tour and test have been
successfully completed and the individuals
driving license has been verified as valid,
a driving permit will be issued to that
individual, and shall relate to the company
for whom they work.

If any driving permit holder changes
companies, the driving permit becomes
invalid unless Millbrook receives a letter from
an official of the new employer confirming
employment and compliance with
insurance requirements.
Driving permits can be obtained by
contacting Track Control.
Special instruction is required
before drivers may take vehicles
onto the cross country or
off-road facilities.
All proving ground driving privileges are
automatically withdrawn upon the suspension
or loss of EU driving privileges.

Non-permit Holders
Non-permit holders may drive
only if express authorisation is
given by Track Control.
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The non-permit holder must be accompanied
at all times by a full permit holder, and must
show their driving licence for the category of
vehicle they wish to
drive to Track Control before being allowed
access to the track facilities;
Alternatively following advance discussions
with Track Control and completion of a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment,
special driving arrangements may be
put in place involving, for example: use
of track marshals; exclusive use of the
facility, allowing non-permit holders to drive
unaccompanied and/or without a driving
licence for the category of vehicles they will
be driving.

Control Procedure
Anyone wishing to use the track facilities
must first report to Track Control to arrange
the necessary clearance. It is advisable for
drivers from locations other than Millbrook to
telephone Track Control in advance to ensure
the test facilities required are available.

Track Control may refuse entry
to the track facilities to any
vehicle that does not meet
adequate safety requirements.
Situated in Track Control is a live track status
display. Any restrictions applying to the roads
are posted on this screen and it is the duty
of all drivers to familiarise themselves with
these restrictions before entering the
track facilities.
Drivers requiring the sole exclusive use of
a facility or wishing to carry out special
tests must obtain prior approval from Track
Control. It is the responsibility of the test
crews to ensure that the relevant “Facility
in Use” signs are showing when a test road
is closed to other traffic.
Entry to the track facilities will not be granted
unless the user has first booked onto those
facilities with Track Control.
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Familiarisation with the day’s current
restrictions and special features is the
responsibility of the driver and is to be
undertaken at the time of booking onto
the track facilities.
When the required track use has been
completed the pogo radio and tracking
device is to be returned to Track Control and
signed back in. Failure to book in and return
the pogo radio and tracker will result in the
full hourly hire charge being made until they
have been returned.

Pogo Radios
“Pogo” radios are provided from Radio
Control, upon completion of the relevant
form. These radios provide communication
between vehicles using the test facilities
and Track Control. If you are issued with
a Pogo radio, remember that you are
handling a very delicate piece of equipment
and you should treat it accordingly.

The radio calling code for the Millbrook
transmitter is ‘pogo’. The base station is
referred to as ‘pogo base’. Each hand set is
numbered and that number is used as the
code number for that set, i.e. Radio no. 704
is referred to as ‘pogo 704’.
Pogo radios are to be used only when
necessary and it is important that they are
used properly and that call signs are used
at all times. It is the duty of drivers to ensure
they are properly instructed in the use of
Pogo radios if they are issued with them.

Pogo radios are to be switched
on and audible by the driver
of all vehicles using the track
facilities at all times.
All Pogo radio communications are carried
out in English.

The following are useful terms that must
be used when using the Pogo radio. This
ensures that discipline is maintained and that
users understand all Pogo radio messages:

These provide a real-time indication to Track
Control of the vehicle position, speed and
direction and are used for safety monitoring
of track users, as well as for billing purposes.

“Over”: I have finished my message and
require a reply.

The tracker should be mounted in the front
windscreen of the vehicle allowing the best
connection with the GPS satellite network. If
the tracker does not have a good GPS lock,
false position and alerts can be received.

“Out”: I have finished my message and do
not require a reply.
“Standby”: I will reply to your question after
I have made some enquiries.
“Affirmative” or “Negative”: The words
‘Yes’ and ‘No’ transmit badly over the radio.
“Roger” or “OK”: I have understood your
message and will comply with your request.

GPS Tracking Devices
GPS tracking devices are provided from
Radio Control, upon completion of the
relevant form.
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The mount should be sturdy and not unduly
restrict vision of the operation of the vehicle.
Suction mounts are available from
Track Control.
Wrong way and speeding alerts received on
the tracker should be acknowledged by the
track user.
In the event of an incident, the Code Red
function on the tracker can also be used.
It should be noted that this is a secondary
back-up notification system should always be
used in conjunction with the Pogo radio.

Track Facilities
High Speed Circuit
This track facility has 5 traffic lanes, plus a
1.5m safety lane at the top for Emergency
use only.

The guide speeds for each lane are
as follows:
• Lane 1: 10 – 40mph
• Lane 2: 30 – 60 mph
• Lane 3: 50 – 70 mph
• Lane 4: 60 – 100 mph
• Lane 5: 90 mph minimum
Vehicles may only be driven for
long periods over 100 mph with
clearance from Track Control.
Frequent checks on vehicle tyres and other
critical systems are to be made during
these tests.
Exercise great care when entering or leaving
the facility, giving way to traffic already using
the facility.

The direction of traffic is anti-clockwise
at all times.

Facility indication lights are
situated at the entrance to the
facility. If the amber lights are
flashing then you may proceed
onto the facility but look for the
state of the lights on the bridge. If the red
lights are flashing then the facility is closed
and you must not enter.
Situated on the bridge across
the facility, directly above each
of the lanes is a lane number and warning
lights – amber and red.
If the amber lights are flashing for a particular
lane then you may proceed in that lane with
caution. If in doubt contact Track Control for
further advice.
If the red lights show over a lane, then that
lane is closed and you must move to the
nearest available clear lane immediately.
You may pass through the closed lanes to
access other open lanes, but you must not
use the closed lane for testing.

The neutral steer speed for each lane is
indicated on that lane at the entrance and
again at the one-mile interval.
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If all the amber lane lights are showing
on then a hazard exists generally i.e.
fog or ice and you may proceed with caution.
If all the red lane lights are showing then
the facility is closed and you must stop
immediately on the hard shoulder and obtain
further instructions from Track Control.
Summary of bridge lights:
Flashing Amber =
Use with caution.
Flashing Red = Lane closed –
move to next lane.
All lights showing Amber =
General caution – snow etc.
All lights showing Red =
Stop immediately.
Brake test pads are provided at half-mile
intervals and should be used for that purpose
only. When stopping in the brake pads
ensure you are at the end of the pad – not in
the middle or at the start so as to leave the
pad free for other test traffic.

A minimum of 100 meters separation should
be maintained between vehicles using the
same lanes, and a minimum of 50 meters
between vehicles in adjacent lanes.
* There may be tests which require two or
more vehicles to travel in close proximity in
one lane for a common test purpose. This will
be permitted under a lane closure condition
if required.
•

Overtaking in adjacent lanes MUST be
carried out without undue delay – i.e.
swiftly, breaking schedule speeds where
required.

•

If tests dictate it is not possible to
maintain minimum separation distances
in the same lane and adjacent lanes an
exclusive slot will need to be booked on
a lane.
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•

If a lane is exclusive for a vehicle, only
that one vehicle will be permitted to use
that lane.

•

If an exclusive slot impedes on another
test vehicles’ use, that vehicle cannot
use the facility - i.e. we will not move the
tests to different lanes.

Stopping on traffic lanes for
test purposes is permitted only
with prior approval from Track
Control and normally only
permitted in lane and then an AMBER light
will show above that lane.
Vehicles which perform STOPPING as part
of their test work should display RED flashing
light and/or RED fluorescent strip.
Vehicle performing other unusual testing
(lane change, etc.) in appropriate lanes
should display a GREEN flashing light and/or
GREEN fluorescent strip.

No work on a vehicle is permitted on the
facility. Use either the lay-by at the entrance
to the facility or return to the workshop.
Report all debris on the track
to Track Control immediately.

Mile Straight/Mile Straight Apron

There are two routes of entry onto the

The Mile Straight has restricted access, owing

Mile Straight – the Lower approach and

to the nature of its layout and the type of tests

the Upper approach. Normal entry onto

for which it is used.

the Mile Straight is via the lower approach.

The Mile Straight is a one-mile completely

•

flat straight section marked in both

Direction indicators must be used whenever
changing traffic lanes.

miles and kilometres at major intervals.
It also features a 2.5% cross slope

•

For normal entry onto the facility
follow procedure (a).
For entry via the upper approach
follow procedure (b).

from west to east for water

Abnormal or high deceleration tests may
only be carried out by arrangement with
Track Control.

drainage purposes.

The Mile Straight Apron is the large triangular
shaped section of tarmac at the south end
(apron end) of the Mile Straight.

Pedestrians are not permitted
on the High Speed Circuit at any
time.

When using the Mile Straight and parking
vehicles on the apron, drivers are asked to
keep to the side of the Apron as close to the
barrier or bank section as is possible.
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Traffic is strictly one way on
the Mile Straight. Traffic flows
from south to north along the
facility and returns along the
Special Surfaces by-pass road.

must liaise with each other in order to
prioritise use or to agree to share the facility.
However, such sharing is only permissible
with the authorisation of Track Control, who
will set priorities if there is no agreement.

Any vehicle wishing to
travel at in excess of
100 mph on the facility
must inform Track Control.

Situated at both entrances (upper and
lower) to the Mile Straight are barriers and
restriction signs.

No turning, stopping or high lateral
force manoeuvres are permitted on the
Mile Straight at any time without prior
authorisation from Track Control for each
individual manoeuvre.

Under no circumstances must any person
change the condition of the barrier or sign
(open a closed barrier/sign or visa-versa)
without permission from Track Control. One
barrier is kept locked at all times, and to
change entrances to the Mile Straight the key
is required, available from Track Control.

For braking tests on the Mile Straight hazard
indicators and a brake test board must be
used to warn other users of your test work.
Hazard warning lights must
be used when carrying out
braking tests.
If more than one person is trying to use
the Mile Straight all users of the facility

22
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a. Mile Straight normal usage
during normal operation of the
Mile Straight entry is via the lower
approach road.
During normal use the upper
barrier will be locked closed and
the upper sign should display
facility in use.
The lower entry barrier will be
open and the lower sign will
be blank.
No entry is permitted via the
upper approach.
b. Mile Straight access via the
upper approach
The speed limit on the Mile
Straight upper approach is 40
mph unless authorised by Track
Control.

When access to the Mile Straight
via the upper approach is required
the lower barrier must be locked
closed and the lower sign should
display facility in use.
Once the lower barrier is locked
closed the upper barrier may
be opened and the upper sign
covered.
Once the lower barrier is locked closed all
users are to turn around on the roundabout
at the top of the Truck Slopes and not on the
spiral or apron area.
Use of the upper approach is by
prior authorisation from Track
Control and all users of the Mile
Straight must be informed.
There is no overtaking on the Mile Straight,
Noise Generating Surfaces or Special
Surfaces.
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Noise Generating Surfaces –
Mile Straight
Located on the Mile Straight are a number
of road-noise inducing surfaces.
Use of these facilities is by prior authorisation
from Track Control.
Under no circumstances must
any vehicle accelerate hard or
brake hard on these surfaces.
Consideration by vehicles wishing to use
the Mile Straight should be given to vehicles
using the Noise Generating Surfaces as
sensitive interior noise measurements are
usually taking place – these measurements
can be spoilt if vehicles overtake the noisetest vehicle.

Special Surfaces
Because of the types of surfaces on this
facility, and the possible damage they could
cause to a vehicle, ensure you are permitted
to take your vehicle on them before entering
the facility.
The Special Surfaces facility runs along-side
the Mile Straight. The facility is a single track,
two-way facility and features many special
undulations for the use in specified tests.
The Special Surfaces and bypass road is subject to a 50 mph
max. speed limit.

Between 7am and 7pm week
days the Special Surfaces run
North (far end) to South (apron
end) only. They may only be used in both
directions outside of these times.

Hill Route (and 26%)

The track surfaces from South to North
are as follows:
• 6.5mm waves (in and out of phase)
• 12.5mm waves (in and out of phase)
• Severe 50.8mm waves
• Random waves (in and out of phase)
• Cats eyes
• Noise surface
With the exception of the 26% slope the
Hill Route is one-way.

Only one direction is allowed on the
Special Surfaces at any time. If someone
is using the surfaces or by-pass road coming
the other way then you must wait until they
have made their pass before you can make
your run. This applies to traffic from
either direction.

The maximum permissible speed
on the Hill Route is 55 mph.
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Drivers wishing to use the 26% section of the
Hill Route must book on to the facility with
Track Control specifically to use this area
and remember that this is a two-way section,
so care must be taken.
If drivers using loop 1 of the Hill Route do
not wish to use the transmission-ridges they
should indicate their intentions to move to
the right hand side of the road.
There is a reverse test pad on loop 2 –
this is not a lay-by. No stopping is allowed
except for reversing purposes. If you are
using the reverse pad, be aware of other
users at all times, especially during the
reversing manoeuvres.
Vehicles making scheduled stops should do
so in the left hand lane and must accelerate
away in that lane.

Upon exiting the Hill Route drivers must give
way to traffic from the right and give priority
to vehicles using the Rough Track and setts
area. It should be noted that certain tests
require a maximum rate deceleration at
the give-way section of the exit to the Hill
Route, so care must be taken when following
vehicles off the circuit.

CAUTION: The middle of the
25% Truck Slope has low-grip
rollers in the road, meaning the
slope narrows to 1-lane at this point.

Driveway Ramps

Abuse Pad

Drivers using the Driveway Ramps must
be aware that these facilities can be used
either forwards or backwards so care must
be exercised when entering this area as
vehicles could be stationary at unexpected
angles in the roadway.

The Abuse Pad is for designated vehicles
only. Entry is permitted only after clearance
with Track Control.

Truck Slopes
The Truck Slopes consist of two graded
slopes, with inclines of 20% and 25%. When
using any of the Truck Slopes it is important
to keep to the left-hand side of the roadway
as both slopes are two-way.
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No turning is allowed on the Truck Slopes
without first obtaining clearance from
Track Control.

Valley Park/Cubo
Entrance to this area is only
permitted with prior permission
from Track Control.
The hard standing area is designed
as a show or exhibition type area and
must therefore be treated with due care
and attention.

Rough Track and Military Setts
The direction of traffic on this facility is
clockwise at all times. Stopping or overtaking
is strictly forbidden. The maximum advisable
speed on the Rough Track/Setts is 12 mph.
The parallel straight beside the Rough
Track is for use by through traffic and
recovery vehicles.
Tracked vehicles are not
permitted on these facilities.

Kerb Strike and
Maximum Pot-hole
Situated near the setts is the Maximum
Pot Hole as well as several kerb features
at various heights, which can be struck
at various angles.
In addition, a number of special obstacles
can be fitted to the surfaces.

Specifications of the features are available
from Track Control, and can be made ready
for use subject to advance notice.

Belgian Pavé
The direction of traffic
on this circuit is
anti-clockwise.

The Steering Pad itself is 137m (450 feet)
in diameter and has a 2.5% slope from the
edge to the centre to allow for surface water
drainage. The surface is marked with various
circular tracks at differing radii which can be
followed either clockwise or anti-clockwise
as desired.

Due to the severe
suspension inputs received,
the maximum speed on this circuit is
normally 30 mph. Clearance from Track
Control and a suitable risk assessment is
required in order to run at a
greater speed.

Steering Pad
Navigation on the Steering Pad area
generally is one-way, clockwise. Enter
by following the access road. Driving in
any direction on the Steering Pad itself is
allowed, however exit from the area is oneway via the exit road only.
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Owing to the nature of the tests
carried out on this area, entrance
to the facility is forbidden when the
‘Facility in Use’ sign is displayed.

Steering Pad – City Course

Dynamics Pad

Painted on the surface of the Steering
Pad is a City Course. This is designed for
large vehicles.

Owing to the nature of the tests carried
out on this area, entrance to the facility is
forbidden when another user is on the facility.

Steering Pad – High-G Area

As a specialist facility, entrance is also
prohibited unless Track Control has first been
contacted and express permission given.
Driving in any direction on the Dynamics Pad
is allowed.

Painted on the surface of the Steering Pad
is the High-G steering manoeuvre circuit.
This circuit utilises most of the Steering
Pad’s surface area, and consists of two
60° arcs and two 50° arcs interconnected
with four straight-away sections.
Direction of travel is not fixed, although
only one user is allowed on the circuit at any
one time.
The ‘Facility in Use’ board must be displayed
by the user during test work on the high-g
steering manoeuvre circuit.

The Dynamics Pad itself is 117m (380 feet) in
diameter, and has a slope from the centre to
the edge to allow for surface water drainage.
The facility is equipped with a water cannon
to allow wetting of the surface.
Heavy vehicle high-g manoeuvres are not
permitted due to risk of damage to the
tarmac surface.
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All users must book on and
off the Steering Pad every time
it is required.

Outer Handling Circuit
The stop sign at the entrance to the facility
must be observed.

The direction of traffic on this facility is

External Noise Site

strictly clockwise.

The Noise Site is only available by prior

These facilities are for special tests and are
not part of the normal City Course.

booking with the Vehicle and System
If vehicles cause stones from gravel drains

Measurement Laboratory. Unauthorised

to be thrown onto the circuit, Track Control

access to the site is not allowed at any time.

should be informed immediately. These stones
may impair control of subsequent vehicles.

When the barrier is closed, it indicates that
a test is in progress.

In addition, various road markings and
roadside furniture are located around the city
course. These are for driver assistance and
autonomous testing and can be ignored for
general use.

Owing to the nature of the bends and the
cambers on many of the curves around the

Noise testing does not affect traffic on the

facility, due care must be taken when driving.

Outer Handling Circuit.

Extra special care should be taken with the
final right hand bend which has a very

City Course

sharp turn.
Also be aware of severe pot holes which are
located in the surface of the facility on the right
hand side; two before the junction with the

The City Course has a
maximum axle weight limit
of 3T, and vehicles are limited
to two axles.

entrance to the circuit and two after.

Crash helmets must be worn
when driving on the facility at
speeds greater than 55 mph.
Stopping on the facility is not
allowed at any time

The City Course is a one-way circuit, to be
used in the anti-clockwise direction only.
Keep the yellow line to your left and the white
dotted line to your right at all times.
Situated on the City Course are humps.
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Be aware of traffic using the Outer Handling
Circuit or wishing to cross onto the City
Course when you make your exit back onto
the main access road. The stop signs at the
exit to the facility must be observed.

Troughs
Water, mud, grit and salt troughs are a oneway facility operating west (island B end) to
east (island C end).
Authorisation must be obtained from Track
Control if the Troughs are to be used in the
opposite direction to that designated.

Trough Road itself is a two way facility,
and drivers have priority when travelling
towards Island B, but should give way to
traffic already on the flat road surface, unless
intending to use the Twist Humps section.
Use caution and observe the 25 mph speed
limit in force on this section of road.

If any of the Troughs appear too empty or
too full, or have any other problem, contact
Track Control immediately.

Trailer Park

Trough Road and Twist Humps

Gravel Road

Due to the nature of the inputs produced
by the Twist Humps a maximum speed of
15 mph is suggested. Traffic can flow either
way over the Twist Humps, but drivers should
give way to vehicles already using the facility.
Vehicles wishing to use the facility should
display hazard warning lights.

Parking is allowed on the Trailer Park only
with prior authorisation from Track Control.

The Gravel Road has a
maximum vehicle weight limit of
5T GVW.
The Gravel Road is a graded un-surfaced
facility that features various gradients.
The maximum permissible speed on this
facility is 45 mph. Care should be taken
when using this facility as the surface can
be very loose.
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If the amber lights at the entrance to the
gravel road are flashing, or the entrance
barrier is closed, the facility is for use by
designated test vehicles only. Do not enter
the facility - contact Track Control
for guidance.
The facility must not be used by vehicles
requiring high levels of lateral surface g
or for traction tests.
During very wet weather
vehicles cause significant
surface damage, and so the
facility may be closed to all traffic until
weather conditions improve.

ABS/TCS Facility
All users must book on and
off the ABS/TCS every time
it is required.
The ABS/TCS facility has a maximum vehicle
weight limit of 3.5T GVW.

The ABS/TCS facility has three different
levels of surface friction. There are water jets
at the side to allow continual use. The facility
should only be used when the water jets are
functioning and is suitable for cars and light
vans with straight-line braking.
The maximum permissible speed on this test
facility is 30 mph.
The ABS/TCS facility is
designed for straight line
braking only. Steering inputs
are not permitted when using the facility.
The light-board at the entrance of the
facility shows the status of the ABS/TSC.
The facility should only be used if green
lights are displayed.
No entry to the facility is permitted
if the entrance barrier is closed.
Only one vehicle at a time should
use the wetted surface.

Cross Country Course
This is a specialist facility and
drivers must receive special
instruction before entering.
The Cross Country Course is mostly a oneway facility. The marker boards around the
facility should be followed in alphabetical
order in order to keep to the correct direction
facility If omitting hills D, E, F and G,
remember the priority of the one-way system.
The ‘Sand Hills’ is a two-way section. Care
should be taken to watch for other users.
Keep to the left whenever possible.
The Off-Road section is normally closed.
Entry is only with clearance from Track
Control.
Crash helmets and a suitable
risk assessment are required at
speeds in excess of 45 mph.
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Off-Road and Severe
Off-Road Courses
Due to the severity of these
track facilities, entry is granted
only by express permission
from Track Control.
Crash helmets and a suitable
risk assessment are required at
speeds in excess of 45 mph.

Berm Road
Traffic using the Berm Road should be aware
that this is a two-way facility and must keep
to the left.
Crash helmets are required at
speeds in excess of 45 mph.

North/South Trail and Ripple Road

Twist Ditches

Gravel Pits

Drivers using the North/South Trail should
be aware that both the south-bound road
(away from island A) and the north-bound
road (towards island A) are one-way only,
but that the Ripple Road in middle is a twoway section. Priority is given to the vehicles
currently on the surface.

The direction of travel around the facility is
clockwise only.

Gravel Pits located at the end of the reverse
road are designed for 4x4 vehicles only.

Reverse Road

Access to this facility should be kept clear
at all times.

Crash helmets and a suitable
risk assessment are required at
speeds in excess of 45 mph.

Water Holes
Drivers using the Water Holes should obey
the warning notices and the daily priority
given to direction around the facility:
•
•

The Reverse Road is straight dirt track,
150m in length and can be used for reverse
tests of up to 25 mph.

60% Hill
The 60% Hill on the Cross Country facility
is only available with express permission of
Track Control.

1:1 Hill
Use of the 1:1 Hill will only be
authorised subject to a suitable
and sufficient risk assessment
being passed to Track Control
prior to the test.
Use of crash helmets is mandatory when
using the 1:1 Hill.

Even numbered days of the month:
clockwise
Odd numbered days of the month:
anticlockwise
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Articulation Gauges
Articulation Gauges of various severities
are available for use.

Other Facilities
Fuel Station
Mobile telephones and Pogo
radios must not be used in the
area of the fuel station.
The fuel station holds most types of fuel.
Reference fuels are also available.
The pumps are controlled by an electronic
fuel management system. In order to draw
fuel from the fuel pumps, a fuel data key
must be used. This data key can be obtained
from Track Control.

Customer Hire Garages
Millbrook has several customer hire garages
available for use from one day to long-term
hire. Advance booking is required to hire
garages. Millbrook reserves the right to
charge for hire if reasonable cancellation
notice is not given.
Observe the 15 mph speed limit
around the building areas.
Parking for garage users is in the appropriate
compound or associated parking area.

All fuel dispensed from Millbrook’s fuel
pumps is logged electronically on a master
computer against each data key.
Situated at the Fuel Station is an automatic
car wash. Tokens can be obtained from Track
Control for the different types of wash.
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Non-essential support vehicles that cannot
be accommodated within the client’s
workshop areas are not permitted on site.
There are various conference rooms
around site. Access to these areas is by prior
arrangement with Track Control.
The rooms are for use by both customers
and Millbrook personnel for meetings
and presentations.
Please ensure the room is left clean and tidy
for the next user.

As these facilities are used by a number
of different customers, it is essential that
visitors only use their own designated areas
and keep away from rooms, workshops and
vehicles used by other companies.
Customer confidentiality is a very important
part of Millbrook’s operation and we require
all visitors to respect this.
We also expect customers to be familiar with
their employer’s confidentiality agreement
with Millbrook.
The use of any camera or other photographic
or video equipment, which has not been
authorised by Millbrook is strictly prohibited.
All work carried out within these units
must be completed with respect to current
health and safety procedures and with
due care, adopting safe working practices
in order to ensure the safety of yourself and
of other people.

Safety footwear is required to
be worn by anyone carrying
out work any Millbrook manned
workshops or laboratories.

Materials which have been designated as
‘hazardous’ in any legislation or regulation
may not be brought onto Millbrook without
explicit prior permission.

Do not fix notices to the walls or do anything
to damage the fabric of the building or cause
premature deterioration of the decoration of
the offices or the workshop areas.

Material safety data sheets must accompany
any substance being brought onto site.

Certain tools and garage equipment are
available for daily customer hire. Tools can
be drawn from the main Millbrook Stores.
Please ensure all hired tools are returned
and booked back into the stores or a
replacement charge will be made.
Hot work permits are required
to be issued prior to any activity
that may produce heat, such
as welding, grinding, drilling, etc. Millbrook
Security issues Hot Work Permits.
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All fluids brought onto site must be in an
impervious, sealed container. Each container
must be marked with the contents, and with
any applicable hazard or constraint on the
use of the contents.
Any accidental spillage must be reported
to Track Control immediately.
Do not introduce any material or fluid into
the drainage system without explicit prior
permission. Domestic cleaning materials
may be used, but only if supplied through
Millbrook Stores.

Event Venues
Millbrook offers customers the opportunity
to combine top-grade hospitality and
catering with access to private test tracks.

Concept 1

Concept 2

A flexible space that can be configured for
50 to 350 people,overlooking the steering
pad.

1,250m2 of open space for large events
for up to 1,000 people.

Pod

Cubo

This makes its venues ideal for product
launches or dealer training, with classroom
sessions followed by driving experiences.
Millbrook’s events team give customers
complete flexibility for event design,
with each venue being available on an
exclusive basis. They are located in a
secure environment, allowing for total
confidentiality.

lighting

A/C

up

up

A discreet, medium-sized venue close
to the tracks with parking for vehicles.
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An intimate venue for up to 30 guests
in the heart of the proving ground.

Special Tests and Conditions
Brake Tests
All vehicles performing
brake testing must first gain
authorisation from Track
Control, have hazard flashers
operating and display a ‘brake test’ board at
the rear of the vehicle.

Extreme Abuse Tests
Extreme abuse testing includes,
but is not limited to the following:
• Ramp jumps
• Kerb/Sleeper strikes
• Deer/Elk strikes
• Driving on two wheels
(except motorcycles)
Before any extreme abuse type
testing takes place, express
authorisation must be given by
Track Control and copies of the
relevant risk assessments viewed.

Extreme abuse testing is usually performed
on the Mile Straight and/or Steering Pad.
Exclusive use of the test facility is required.
On-scene standby fire/rescue and first aid
cover may also be required, dependent on
the outcome of a risk assessment.

Other Special Tests
If other types of special testing are required,
Track Control should be consulted on the
best location and any additional control
measures required.

Convertible/Soft-top Vehicles
Convertible/soft-top vehicles must not
exceed 130 mph on the High Speed Circuit
unless a risk assessment has been carried
out and agreed with Track Control.

Crash Helmets
Crash helmets meeting a minimum standard
of BS 6658 type A are to be worn by all
vehicle occupants at the following times:
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a. Over 130 mph on the High Speed Circuit
b. Over 45 mph on the loose surfaces
(Gravel and Berm roads, the Cross
Country, Off-Road and Severe Off-Road
courses, etc.)
c. Over 55 mph on the Outer Handling
Circuit
d. When ever using the 1:1 Hill
e. During any manoeuvre that involves a
significant risk of loss of vehicle control
or that presents any other hazard to the
vehicle occupants,as identified by a
risk assessment.
Other protective measures may be required,
such as roll-cage, full harness, and fire
extinguishing media etc. dependent on the
outcome of the vehicle/test risk assessments.

Visually Sensitive Vehicles
When a visually sensitive vehicle is required
to be driven on the track facilities, it is the
responsibility of the customer to ensure that:

•

•
•

Track Control are given prior intention
of the testing and the special restrictions
that apply to it
The vehicle is safely parked in a
secure location
Track Control are kept informed of
any changes in location.

Motorcycles
•
•

Standard conditions of use apply.
A suitable and sufficient risk assessment
relating to testing activities is required
to be submitted to Track Control prior to
motorcycles being granted permission
to use the track facilities. The risk
assessment must cover, as a minimum
requirement, the following:
- Rider experience
- Test procedure – manoeuvres
and speeds
- Interaction with other Millbrook traffic
- Any additional clothing/PPE to be
utilised
- Weather and environmental 		
limitations

•

Only persons who are full motorcycle
licence holders will be permitted to ride
motorcycles on Millbrook grounds. The
level of rider experience required will be
determined by the suitable and sufficient
risk assessment (see (b) above).
• The following items of clothing/PPE are
required to be worn and fully fastened at
all times when on a motorcycle which is
in motion:
- One or two-piece “zip-together” suit
		 made of leather or similar certified
		material/manufacture
- Motorcycle boots
- Motorcycle gloves
- Full face helmet with visor
- High visibility vest or banding
- Additional clothing/PPE may be
		 required depending on the outcome
		 of the suitable and sufficient
risk assessment.
•

All riders are to maintain communication
with Track Control at all times whilst on
the track facilities. Helmet ear pieces and
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•
•

•
•

microphones for use with standard pogo
radios are available from Track Control.
Headlights (dipped beam) are required at
all times whilst on all track facilities.
Extreme caution should be taken when
using motorcycles in adverse weather
conditions, or at night.
No side-by-side riding, racing or pace
making is permitted.
All posted speed limits must be strictly
adhered to.

Open Architecture and Low Vehicles
Due to the single-strand guardrails around
the site, certain facilities may be unsuitable
for certain tests with open architecture or low
vehicles (such as Formula racing cars).
A suitable and sufficient risk assessment
must be completed and agreed with Track
Control prior to use with such vehicles.

Environmental Constraints
Bringing Materials to Site

Storage and use of Fluids

Materials which have been
designated as ‘hazardous’ in
any legislation or regulation
may not be brought onto Millbrook without
explicit prior permission.

All fluids brought into Millbrook
must be in an impervious,
sealed container. Each
container must be marked with the contents
and with any applicable hazard or constraint
on the use of the contents.

Any material contained in the European
Community Directive 74/464/EC “Black List”
or in subsequent amendments or extensions
may not be brought into Millbrook at
any time.
Material safety data sheets
must accompany any material
being brought into Millbrook.

Containers must be kept closed when
not in immediate use and must be bunded
against spillage.
Any accidental spillage must
be reported to Track Control
immediately.
Do not introduce any material or fluid into
the drainage system without explicit prior
permission. Domestic cleaning materials
may be used, but only if supplied through
Millbrook stores.
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Any spillage which enters the drainage
system by any means must be notified
immediately to your Millbrook contact or
Security/Track Control.
Non-domestic cleaning by use of fluids
can only be undertaken within established
Millbrook cleaning facilities. Exceptions
may be made, but only when explicit
prior permission has been given by your
Millbrook contact.

Waste Disposal
No materials may be burned within Millbrook.
All waste material must either be removed
from Millbrook by the client or disposed
of through established Millbrook outlets.
Note that Millbrook may make a charge for
disposal of certain waste materials.

Driving Violations
The following are examples of a range of driving violations that will be held on record
and may result in temporary or permanent withdrawal of Millbrook driving permit.

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speeding
Improper use of safety procedures
and equipment (i.e. head lights,
warning lights, crash helmets)
Illegal passing (i.e. solid white line)
Inattention
Eating, drinking, smoking,
etc. in vehicle at any time
Tailgating
Operation of un-roadworthy vehicle
and/or in unsafe condition
Failure to obey signs/signals
Illegal stopping
Parking on double yellow lines

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Using a mobile phone whilst driving
On track facilities without Track
Control notification
Driving on the track facilities without a
valid Millbrook driving permit
Failing to have a functioning and audible
Pogo radio in the vehicle at all times on
the track facilities
Failing to book onto the Off Road/
Severe Off Road, ABS/TCS or Steering
Pad facilities prior to entry
Not wearing a seat belt
Operation of vehicle without authorisation
(i.e. forklift truck, LGV)
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•
•
•
•

•

Deliberate failure to obey safety
regulations
Riding in luggage compartment or
truck bed
Entering a closed facility passed a sign
or red lights
Leaving the scene of an accident
Limit handling or abuse testing by
untrained driver
Failure to comply with risk assessments
for track use or failure to complete a risk
assessment where applicable
Driving vehicle without Millbrook
authorisation or driving licence of
relevant category
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